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The oriented configuration space X +6 of six points on the real projective line is
a noncompact three-dimensional manifold which admits a unique complete hyper-
bolic structure of finite volume with ten cusps. On the other hand, it decomposes
naturally into 120 cells each of which can be interpreted as the set of equiangular
hexagons with unit area. Similar hyperbolic structures can be obtained by consider-
ing nonequiangular hexagons so that the standard hyperbolic structure on X +6 is at
the center of a five parameter family of hyperbolic structures of finite volume. This
paper contributes to investigations of the properties of this family. In particular, we
exhibit two real analytic maps from the set of prescribed angles of hexagons into
R10 whose components are the traces of the monodromies at the ten cusps. We
show that this map has maximal rank 5 at the center.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Here we present at length all the steps needed to carry out a computation
which helps to solve a problem posed by Professor S. Kojima concerning
the deformation space of hyperbolic structures on the manifold X +6 in the
real case. The full solution to this problem will soon be presented in [5].
In this paper, we want to emphasize the fact that apparently tedious
calculations reflect a powerful geometric mechanism whose beauty should
contribute to generating interest in the subject. This geometric mechanism
is based on the usually neglected elementary fact that the hyperbolic line is
represented by a branch of hyperbola in the two-dimensional Lorentz
space.
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In brief, to each of the (n&1)! cells of the natural polyhedral decomposition
of X +n (defined in the prerequisites (PR2) and (PR3) below), one attaches a
hyperbolic structure by identifying the given cell via the SchwarzChristoffel
formula to the set of convex n-gons with prescribed angles and area 1, a set
which is interpreted as an (n&3) dimensional hyperbolic polyhedron via
the area form (see (PR1)). The various hyperbolic structures so obtained
agree on the codimension one faces of the cell decomposition and hence
yield on X +n minus part of its codimension two skeleton a hyperbolic struc-
ture depending on the prescribed angles. When n=6 it turns out that this
hyperbolic structure is defined on X +6 itself so that if we vary the set of
prescribed angles, we obtain a subfamily of the space of all (noncomplete)
hyperbolic structures on X +6 .
In Section 2 we present the prerequisites needed to understand the
question and hence to motivate the computation which starts in Section 3.
2. THE PREREQUISITES
(PR1) SchwarzChristoffel Identification. In [5], the oriented configu-
ration space of points on the real projective line is interpreted in terms of
shapes of polygons as follows (see also [9, Sect. 7]).
Let %=(%1 , ..., %n) be a n-tuple with n3 of real numbers such that
%i # ]0, ?[ and that 7ni=1 %i=2?. Let G2 be the group of displacements of
the oriented Euclidean vector space E2 . Let P % be the quotient by G2 of the
set of n-gons in E2 with prescribed exterior angles %1 , ..., %n (listed counter-
clockwise).
Notice that the elements of P % are parameterized by the lengths si of the i th
side, namely the side at whose end points the exterior angles are respectively %i
and %i+1 . These lengths have to be positive and must satisfy the relation
:
n
j=1
sj exp \i :
j
k=1
%k+=0. (P)
Let P% be the set of normalized elements in P % , i.e., the set of n-gons with
area 1. Let U0 /(RP1)n be the set of x=(x1 , ..., xn) such that x1 , x2 ,..., xn
are in this order in RP1 and V0 the union of orbits ! in (RP1)n under the
diagonal action of PSL(2, R) such that ! & U0 {<. To each point x in U0
the SchwarzChristoffel formula associates a polygon in E2 in such a way
that the transformation so defined determines a one-to-one correspondence
between the quotient PSL(2, R)"V0 and P% .
(PR2) The Hyperbolic Structure on P% . In turn, the space of shapes of
polygons P% is interpreted by Thurston (see [10, Problem 2.3.12; 4]) as
follows.
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Let V% be the codimension two vector subspace in R
n whose elements
(s1 , ..., sn) satisfy (P). Now P % identifies with an open subset of V% whose
elements (s1 , ..., sn) satisfy si>0 for 1in, hence its closure is the
polyhedral cone whose elements satisfy si0. The area of a polygon in P %
is the restriction to P % of a quadratic form A% with signature (1, n&3). (See
the Remark at the end of this section.) The points in V% outside P %
correspond to exotic n-gons whose si ’s need not be positive and whose
boundaries may happen to be nonsimple closed curves.
Now P% identifies with an open subset of the hyperbolic space of dimen-
sion n&3. Moreover, the closure P % of P% in the Minkowski space V% is a
hyperbolic polyhedron.
The Structure of Polyhedron P % . Consider the index i # [1, ..., n] as a
modulo n integer. Let i % be the sequence obtained from % by adding %i+1
to %i , and ij%=ji% (where 1i< jn) the sequence obtained by adding
%i+1 to %i and %j+1 to %j . For instance, 1%=(%1+%2 , %3 , ..., %n), n%=(%n+%1 ,
%2 , ..., %n&1), 12%=(%1+%2+%3 , ..., %n) and 13 %=(%1+%2 , %3+%4 , %5 ,
..., %n). Notice that
i (j %)={ ij%,j, i+1%,
when 1i< jn,
when 1 jin&1.
For 0pn&3, define similarly I% where I=[i1 , ..., ip] satisfies 1i1
< } } } <ipn.
Let FI be the subset of P % of n-gons whose sides of index i (where i # I )
have length si=0. If J is another subset of [1, ..., n] such that FJ {<, one
has FJ /FI if and only if I/J. Hence when FI {< and FJ {<, one has
FI & FJ=FI _ J . Notice that when I _ J has more than (n&3) elements,
FI _ J=<, since it is no longer the set of polygons. Moreover, FI & J is the
smallest set FH containing the nonempty faces FI and FJ .
Note that the sequence I% (which has at least three terms since
pn&3) contains at most one term ?. When I% has one element >?,
the set FI is empty. When I% has one element equal to ?, the set FI should
be understood as a point at infinity in the (n&3) dimensional hyperbolic
space, i.e., as an ideal vertex of P % . When all elements of I % are less than
?, FI identifies with P I% . Hence the codimension p faces of P % are in one-
to-one correspondence with the multi-indices I of length p such that the
sequences I% contain no term ?.
In particular, P % has a nonempty face Fi of codimension 1 if and only if
the relation
(K &i ) : %i+%i+1&?<0
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holds. Hence, P % has exactly n faces when (K) holds, where
(K)  (K &1 ) 6 (K
&
2 ) 6 } } } 6 (K
&
n )
is the conjunction of the conditions K &i for all i. When n=3, the condition
(K) always fails for all values of the index i so that the space P % which
reduces to a point has no faces of codimension 1. When n=4, the condi-
tion (K &i ) fails at least for two consecutive values of i so that in that case,
the segment P % has zero, one or two faces of codimension 1, namely end
points (see cases (c1), (c2), (c3) in Section 3). Notice that when n5, K &i
fails for at most two distinct indices i and j and that if K &i and K
&
j fail for
i{ j, then j=i\1 modulo n. Hence when n5, the polyhedron P % has at
least (n&2) faces.
When the relation
(K 0i ) : %i+%i+1&?=0
holds, F i is pushed at infinity. When the relation
(K +i ) : %i+%i+1&?>0
holds, F i=< should be interpreted as the solid angle of P % at the vertex
FI where I=[1, 2, ..., i&2, i+2, ..., n]. This solid angle is represented by a
simplex with (n&4) dihedral angles <?2 in the sphere Sn&4 . More
generally, let i # [1, ..., n] be such that
:
k+1
h=0
%i+h&?>0,
where 0kn&5 and let
I=[i, i+1, ..., i+k],
J=[i+k+2, ..., i+n&2].
Then P I% is to be understood as the solid angle in the sphere Sn&k&4
carried by the k-dimensional face P J% (see the Remark at the end of this
section, Fig. 3 and Exercise 3 in Section 3, Case n=6).
For all H=[h1 , ..., hr]/[1, ..., n], let H+1=[h1+1, h2+1, ..., hr+1].
For all subsets I and J of [1, ..., n], let I V J :=(I _ (I+1)) & (J _ (J+1)).
When I V J=<, and when FI and FJ are nonempty, FI & FJ=FI _ J is a
nonempty face at which FI and FJ intersect orthogonally. When FI _ J is a
face and when I V J{<, then FI and FJ have an angle less than ?2 along
FI _ J . In particular, when F i {< and Fj {<, the faces Fi and F j meet at
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a right angle along the codimension 2 face Fij when i& j{0, \1. More-
over, when %i+%i+1+%i+2&?<0, the faces F i and F i+1 meet along the
face Fi, i+1 .
Preview of the Cases 3n6. As a consequence of the previous remarks,
when n=3 we get that P% is just a point. When n=4, the polyhedron P %
is a closed hyperbolic segment with end points possibly at infinity. When
n=5, the set P % is a completely rectangular pentagon, a quadrilateral with
three right angles or a rectangular triangle where the non-rectangular
angles are in [0, ?2[ so that ideal vertices may occur. For sake of simplicity,
when n=6 let us assume that (K) holds so that P % is a hyperbolic hexahedron
with at most 12 edges whose faces are of the previous types and meet
orthogonally along nine edges. (For more details, see Section 3.)
Since many of the dihedral angles of P % are equal to ?2, in order to
characterize P % for a general n, it suffices to compute the lengths of the
edges of the polyhedron and the angles not equal to ?2 of its two dimen-
sional faces. (See the Remark at the end of Section 4.) Hence the various
results needed in the sequel are all obtained by considering a suitable quadri-
lateral. This fact led us to insist on the case n=4, an idea suggested to us
by [9, Sect. 2]. As explained in Section 3, the space V% can be identified
with a line in E2 when n=3 and with E2 itself when n=4.
(PR3) The Polyhedral Decomposition of X +n . Let W be the set of points
x=(x1 , ..., xn) # (RP1)n such that at least three of the x i ’s are distinct and
that x contains no (k+1)-multiple points where k denotes the integral part
of (n&1)2. In [6], we prove that when n3, the oriented configuration
space X +n =PSL(2, R)"W of n points in RP
1 inherits from the differentiable
structure of W, a structure of Hausdorff differentiable (n&3)-manifold
which is compact when n is odd. When n=2k+24, this manifold has
( 2k+1k+1 ) ends each of which admits a fundamental system of closed neighbor-
hoods which are all diffeomorphic to Sk&1_Sk&1_[0, [. Moreover,
when i{ j the relations xi=xj determine ( n2) submanifolds Yij of codimen-
sion 1 of X +n whose union determine a polyhedral decomposition of X
+
n
into (n&1)! cells.
To each subset I=[i1 , ...., ip] of [1, ..., n] where 1i1< } } } <ipn, we
associate the partition PI of [1, ..., n] into n& p subsets as follows. Let 1 i
be the closed arc of the unit S1 with end points ‘i and ‘i+1 where
‘k=e2k?in. Set 1I=(i # I 1i) _ [‘1 , ..., ‘n]. Then we say that i and j belong
to the same element of the partition PI when ‘i and ‘j belong to the same
connected component of 1I . For instance, when n=8 and I=[2, 3, 5, 8],
one has PI=[[2, 3, 4], [5, 6],[7], [8, 1]]; see Fig. 1. In particular, PI=
[‘1 , ..., ‘n] when I=<.
Let SI be the subgroup of the symmetric group Sn which preserves PI
and let Jn be the group of circular permutations, i.e., the subgroup
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FIGURE 1
generated by the permutation (1, ..., n) [ (2, ..., n, 1). Now for all \, \$ # Jn
and all _, _$ # Sn , there exists a canonical isometry fpp$ between the polyhedra
P=P \(I) % b _ b \ and P$=P \$(I) % b _$ b \$ if and only if _
&1_$ # SI . In particular,
P % b _ is canonically isomorphic to P % b _$ if and only if _&1_$ # Jn .
(PR4) The Hyperbolic Structures on X +n . Suppose % satisfies
(K ) : %i+%j&?<0, for all i{ j.
Using the SchwarzChristoffel identification mentioned in (PR1), we see
that X +n identifies with X
+
n (%) where X
+
n (%) is the disjoint union of the
polyhedra P % b _ for _ # Sn quotiented by the identification fpp$ defined
above. Notice that the various hyperbolic structures defined on the cells
P % b _ agree along the codimension 1 faces of the cell decomposition. They
also agree around the codimension 2 faces where the dihedral angles are
equal to ?2. Each of these last faces is contained in some submanifold
Yij & Ykl where i, j, k, l are all distinct.
Hence the metric completion X +n (%) of X
+
n (%) is a hyperbolic cone manifold
with cone angles less than 2? (for the definition of cone manifolds, see, for
instance, [9, Sect. 3]). When n is odd, X +n (%)=X
+
n (%) and when n is even,
X +n (%)"X +n (%) is the disjoint union of q spheres of dimension (k&1) where
q denotes the number of k-tuples (i1 , ..., ik) such that kh=1 %h&?<0. The
cone angles of X +n (%) show up along the codimension 2 faces contained in
some submanifold Yijk :=Yij & Yjk where i, j, and k are distinct.
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Notice that when n6, the submanifold Yijk is empty so that X +n (%) is
a smooth hyperbolic manifold. However, when n=6, cone angles appear
along the q circles in X +6 X
+
6 .
In Section 4, when n=5 we also study the case where % does not satisfy
K . In such a case, X +5 (%) is no longer diffeomorphic to the compact surface
X+5 since it has h pairs of cusps or cone points for 1h4.
The Family of Hyperbolic Structures of X +6 (%). When n=6, let 3 be
the set of all %=(%1 , ..., %6) such that %i # ]0, ?[ and that 6i=1 %i=2? for
which (K ) holds. Let %0=(?3, ..., ?3) # 3. Now X +6 (%) is a hyperbolic
manifold with finite volume for all % # 3. Moreover, X +6 (%0) is complete
and has ten cusps which can be characterized as follows. For 1i< j5,
there exists a unique cusp Cij of X +6 (%0) such that Tij & Ykl {< if and only
if [k, l]/[i, j, 6] or [k, l] & [i, j, 6]=< where Tij is a horotorus in Cij
(see Fig. 2). When %{%0 , the set X +6 (%)"X
+
6 (%) is the disjoint union of
circles at the cusps Tij such that %i+%j+%6&?{0 along which X +6 (%) has
cone angles less than 2?. Let mij=Yij & Tij and lij=Ykl & Tij where k and
l are the two first elements in [1, ..., 6]"[i, j, 6].
Recall that the set H of hyperbolic structures of X +6 identifies with the
space Hom(?1(X +6 ), PSL2(C))PSL2(C) of ?1(X
+
6 ) in PSL2(C) up to con-
jugation (where PSL2(C) is identified with the group of oriented isometries
FIGURE 2
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of H3 via the upper half space model). Let \0 # Hom(?1(X +6 ), PSL2(C))
be a holonomy representation of X +6 (%0). Since ?1(X
+
6 ) is generated by a
finite number s of elements, Hom(?1(X+6 ), SL2(C)) is a complex affine algebraic
variety in SL2(C)
s. Hence according to [8], there exists an analytic map
\: H$  Hom(?1(X +6 ), PSL2(C)) where H$ is an open neighborhood of
X+6 (%0) in H such that \(X
+
6 (%0))=\0 and that \(H) is a holonomy
representation of H for all H # H$. Moreover, there exists a lifting \~ of \
in Hom(?1(X +6 ), SL2(C)). Let tm (resp. t l) be the map from H to C
10
which associates to each H the 10-tuple of traces of \~ (H)(mij) (resp.
\~ (H)(lij). Now according to [2, 7], since X +6 has Euler characteristic zero,
the neighborhood H$ of X +6 (%0) can be chosen so that, when restricted
to H$, the map tm (resp. t l) is one-to-one.
The Results of This Paper. Let t$m (resp. t$l) be the map from 3 to R10/C10
which associates to each % the 10-tuple tm(X +6 (%)) (resp. t l (X
+
6 (%))). At the
end of this paper, we give explicit analytic formulae for the components of
t$m(X +6 (%)) (resp. t$l (X
+
6 (%))). Hence t$m (resp. t$l) is a real analytic mapping.
Moreover, a direct computation shows that t$m has maximum rank 5 at %0 .
Hence the same holds for t$l . These two facts are answers to the question.
In order to see what happens near %0 when n=6, we must relax (K)
when n=5 and study the family of all convex pentagons. In turn, in order
to understand this family, we have to consider the space of all quadri-
laterals including those which are not convex. Hence when n=4, we have
to look at the case where one of the exterior angles is negative. In such a
case, the quadratic form on V% $E2 has no longer signature (1, 1), but
signature (2, 0) or (0, 2) and hence enables one to compute angles in P %
when n5.
(PR5) The Complete Polygons. Recall that in the projective plane,
n lines in general position define a so-called complete polygon with ( n2)
vertices so that to each n-gon of the affine plane, we can associate the
complete polygon whose vertices are at finite or infinite distance. In the
subsequent pictures, whenever we need to show the complete n-gon associated
to a given n-gon P, those portions of the lines not belonging to P will appear
as dotted lines.
All the triangles showing up in the complete polygon correspond to
vectors v # V% where &v2&=1 if the triangle contains or is contained in P
and where &v2&=&1 if the triangle is outside P. The area of P is obtained
by adding or subtracting in many possible ways areas of some of these
triangles.
When the polygon is convex, i.e., when %i>0 for all indices i, no dotted
segments appear inside P. Moreover, when (K) holds, the convex polygon
extends to a stared polygon.
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Remark. In the nonconvex case, one has %i<0 for at most pEn&3
values of i. Then the area form on V% has index ( p+1, n&3& p). In
particular, when p=n&3 and all the negative angles are adjacent, the set
P % is a simplex in Sn&3 with (n&3) dihedral angles less than ?2 (see Fig. 3).
The basis whose elements are represented by the triangles T1 , T $2 , T $3 ,
T $4 in Fig. 3 (2) is obtained by applying the Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure to the base represented by the triangles T1 , T2 , T3 , T4 in
Fig. 3 (1). Accordingly the basis associated to the triangles T4 , T"3 , T"2 , T"1
shown in Fig. 3 (3) is the Schmidt orthogonalized basis obtained from the
basis associated to T4 , T3 , T2 , T1 .
The set of angles % of the heptagon shown in Fig. 3 (4) satisfies
%6+%7&?>0. Hence the face S6=P 6% is empty and should be interpreted
as the solid angle at the vertex FI=P I% of P % where I=[1, 2, 3, 4]. The
FIGURE 3
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set of angles % of the octogon shown in Fig. 3 (5) satisfies %6+%7+%8&?
>0 so that the face F67 of P % disappears and should be interpreted as the
cone angle carried by the edge FI of P % where once again I=[1, 2, 3, 4].
3. THE SPACE OF POLYGONS P%
3.1. The Case n=3. Up to translation, we may assume that the third
vertex C of a triangle ABC in E2 is at the origin. Fix a half line k starting
at the origin. Up to rotations we may then assume that B # k. Let %=
(%A , %B , %C) and let l be the half line starting at the origin such that the
angle between k and l is equal to ?&%C . Then the set of elements of P % is
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of elements A of the one-dimen-
sional half space l in E2 (see Fig. 4).
Now the area A% of T # P % leads to
A% (T )=
ab
2
sin %C=
}2
2
sin %A sin %B sin %C
for }=asin %A=bsin %B=csin %C , where a, b, and c are the lengths of
the sides opposite to the vertices A, B, C. Hence if A0 # l is at distance
 2 sin %Bsin %A sin %C =
&2 sin(%A+%C)
sin %A sin %C
from the origin, the triangle defined by A0 has area 1. P%=[A0] is the
hyperbolic space of dimension zero. A triangle with area 1 and sides of
positive length will be called normalized.
Now if A=XA0 , the area of the element of P % determined by A is the
restriction to l of the quadratic form defined on the line containing l by
A% (X)=X2
sin %A sin %C
2 sin %B
.
Notice that the triangles corresponding to X<0 are obtained from the
previous ones by the rotation of angle ? so that we obtain nothing new
except that now a, b, and c are negative.
A triangle of negative area would be a triangle with negative exterior
angles, namely a triangle with a boundary oriented clockwise.
Exercise 1. Let ABC be a normalized triangle, and D a point in E2 .
Now the fact that the sum of oriented areas of triangles DAB, DBC, and
DCA equals 1 yields useful identities between the sines of four angles.
A solution to this exercise can be found below when D belongs to the line
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FIGURE 4
containing AB, i.e., when one of the four angles is assumed to be zero (see
identity (N) below).
3.2. The Case n=4. According to the remark in (PR2), when %=
(%1 , %2 , %3 , %4) the condition (K) always breaks for two consecutive values
of the modulo 4 integer i by circular permuting the indexation; we may
assume that (K &2 ), (K
&
3 ) do not hold. If we label counterclockwise the
vertices A, B, C, D of a quadrilateral in E2 with angles %A , %B , %C , %D so
that %B+%C&?0 and %C+%D&?0, we get %A # ]&?, ?[ and %B , %C ,
%D # ]0, ?[. In other words, the point A belongs to the parallelograms
determined by the sides CB and CD.
When %A # ]&?, 0[, the quadrilateral is nonconvex. When %A=0, let us
say that the quadrilateral is degenerate.
As in the case of the triangle, one may move the quadrilateral so that
C is at the origin, B is on k, and D on l. Now the elements of P % (where
%=(%A , %B , %C , %D)) are in one-to-one correspondence with the points
A # E2 located between the half lines k and l.
Let E=(AD) & (BC) and F=(AB) & (CD) where (XY ) denotes the line
passing through X and Y so that ABCDEF is the complete quadrilateral
(see (PR5)) associated to the quadrilateral ABCD # P % . We have the following:
Lemma (Normalization Lemma). (I) (Trapezoid ) When E and F are at
finite distance, up to Euclidean displacements there exists a unique complete
quadrilateral A0B0 C0 D0 E0F0 in P % such that the triangles E0 C0D0
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and F0B0 C0 are normalized. In particular, the lines E0 F0 and B0D0 are
parallel.
(II) (Trapezium) When E is at finite distance and F at infinity, there
exists a unique complete quadrilateral A0 B0C0D0E0 F0 such that F0=D0
and that the triangle E0C0D0 is normalized.
(III) (Parallelogram) When E and F are at infinity, there exists a
unique complete quadrilateral A0B0C0 D0E0F0 such that the following hold.
(i) The sides C0B0 and C0D0 have equal length, (ii) E0=B0 and F0=D0 ,
(iii) the triangle E0C0 F0 is normalized.
In order to determine the area form A% : E2  R, we have to examine
separately the following cases:
(a) %A<0, the nonconvex trapezoid case,
(b) %A=0, the degenerate case,
(c) %A>0, (c1) the convex trapezoid case, (c2) the trapezium case,
(c3) the parallelogram case.
In cases (a), (b), and (c1), %A+%B {? and %A+%D {? so that E and F
are at finite distance. In case (c2), %A+%B {? and %A+%D=? so that E
FIGURE 5
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is at finite distance and F at infinity. In case (c3), %A+%B=? and
%A+%D=? and both E and F are at infinity. (See Fig. 5.)
In each case, we get the basis E0 , F0 in E2 such that E0 # k and F0 # l.
Hence if A=XE0+YF0 , the area of the quadrilateral determined by A
leads to
A% (X, Y )=(E0 , E0) % X 2+2 (E0 , F0) % XY+(F0 , F0) % Y 2,
where ( } , } )% denotes the bilinear form induced on E2 by A% .
According to the normalization lemma, the scalar product (E0 , E0) % is
equal to zero in case (c3) and to 1 (i.e., the area of the triangle E0OD0) in
cases (a), (b), (c1), and (c2), while (F0 , F0) % is equal to zero in cases (c2)
and (c3), and to 1 (i.e., the area of the triangle F0B0 O) in cases (a), (b),
and (c1). Notice that the quadrilateral determined by A=E0+F0 is the
parallelogram OF0(E0+F0) E0 with two normalized triangles added.
Hence, the area of the triangle E0OF0 equals (E0 , F0) % and as one imme-
diately sees from the pictures, we get
(E0 , F0)%= sin %B sin %Dsin(%D+%A) sin(%A+%B)
= sin %B sin %Dsin(%B+%C) sin(%C+%D)
{
<1, in case (a)
=1, in cases (b), (c2), (c3)
>1, in case (c1)
(see also (N) below).
Moreover, in cases (a) and (c1), since (E0 , F0) % is the quotient of the
area of the triangle OF0E0 by the area of OF0B0 or by the area of OD0E0 ,
one has (E0 , F0)%=OE0 OB0=OF0 OD0 .
Signature of the Form A% . In case (a), set cos #=(E0 , F0) % so that
A% (X, Y)=X 2+2cos #XY+Y 2
is of type (2, 0). The point A # E2 determines a quadrilateral of area 1 when
it belongs to the ellipse E (shown in Fig. 6(a)) satisfying the equation
X 2+2 cos #+Y 2=1. The set P% is the arc contained in E with end points
E0 and F0 . Hence the length # # ]0, ?2[ of this arc measured in the
Euclidean metric ( } , } )% with the clockwise orientation satisfies
cos2 #=
sin %B sin %D
sin(%B+%C) sin(%C+%D)
.
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Notice that as in case n=3, we obtain a negative version of the present
situation where A% is of type (0, 2) by reversing the orientation of the
quadrilaterals in P % , i.e., by assuming %A+%B+%C+%D=&2?, %A greater
than zero and %B , %C , %D less than zero.
In case (b), each quadrilateral in P % degenerates into a triangle and
A% (X, Y)=(X+Y )2
is of type (1, 0). Then the point A determines a quadrilateral of area 1
when it belongs to the set (X+Y )2=1 (the union P of two parallel lines
shown in Fig. 6 (b)). Notice that the segment BD has length zero so that
it has to be interpreted as a single point.
Here again, we get a negative version of the present situation where A%
is of type (0, 1) by reversing the orientation of the quadrilaterals in P % .
In case (c1), set cosh $=(E0 , F0) % so that
A% (X, Y)=X 2+2 cosh $XY+Y 2
is of type (1, 1) (as claimed in (PR2) since now all the exterior angles are
assumed to be positive). The point A # E2 determines a quadrilateral of
area ==\1 when it belongs to the hyperbola H= (shown in Fig. 6(c1))
satisfying the equation X 2+2 cosh $XY+Y 2==. The set P% is the arc
contained in the hyperbola H1 with end points E0 and F0 so that the hyper-
bolic length $ of this arc satisfies
cosh2 $=
sin %B sin %D
sin(%B+%C) sin(%C+%D)
.
In this case, as in the following cases, the negative situation is obtained
by permuting the roles of H1 and H&1 which are conjugate to each other.
In case (c2), the quadratic form
A% (X, Y)=X 2+2XY
is again of type (1, 1). The point A # E2 determines a trapezium of area
==\1 (shown in Fig. 6(c2)) satisfying the equation X 2+2XY==. The set
P% is one of the hyperbolic half lines in H1 ending at E0 .
The other hyperbolic half line of H1 ending at E0 corresponds to the
situation where F is at finite distance and E at infinity. Hence in this case,
the roles of E0 and F0 are interchanged and A% (X, Y )=2XY+Y 2.
In case (c3), the quadratic form
A% (X, Y )=2XY
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is once more of type (1, 1). The point A # E2 determines a parallelogram of
area ==\1 (shown in Fig. 6(c3)) satisfying the equation 2XY==. The set
P% is the top branch of the hyperbola H1 and hence identifies with the
hyperbolic line. The other branch of H1 brings no new information since
the parallelograms determined by points A and &A are deduced from each
other by using the rotation of angle ?.
The Orthonormal Basis associated to E0 and F0 . Recall that in case (a)
(resp. (c1) and (c2)), the area of the quadrilateral ABCD is the sum (resp.
the difference) of the areas of the two triangles ABE (resp. AEB) and ECD.
In case (a) (resp. (c1)), this area is also the sum (resp. the difference) of the
areas of the triangles BCF and AFD (resp. ADF ).
Hence in cases (a) and (c1), we can define vectors E1 and F1 so that the
bases [E0 , E1] and [F0 , F1] are orthonormal with respect to A% . In both
cases, the vector E1 (resp. F1) is equal to A$&E$ (resp. A$&F $) where
A$B$E$ (resp. A$F $D$) is a normalized version of A0 B0 E0 (resp. A0 F0D0)
with sides parallel to those of A0B0 E0 (resp. A0 F0D0). (For later use, set
also B1=B$&E$.)
Hence the line E0A0 (resp. F0 A0) which is tangent to the ellipse E in case
(a), and to the hyperbola H1 in case (c1) at E0 (resp. F0) is parallel to the
line n (resp. m) generated by E1 (resp. F1) (see Fig. 6).
FIGURE 6
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Similarly in case (c2), one can also define the vector E1 so that [E0 , E1]
is an orthonormal basis for A% and that the line E0 A0 is parallel to the line
n generated by E1 , while m is the line generated by F0 . In case (c3), n is
generated by E0 and m by F0 .
A Useful Trigonometric Identity. Since F0=(E0 , F0)% E0+(E1 , F0)% E1 ,
and
(E1 , E1) %={1,&1,
in case (a),
in case (c1),
one gets
1=(F0 , F0) %={(E0 , F0)
2
%+(E1 , F0)
2
% ,
(E0 , F0) 2%&(E1 , F0)
2
% ,
in case (a)
in case (c1).
Let E$0 be the projection of F0 on k parallel to n and E$1 the projection
of F0 on n parallel to k so that E$0=(E0 , F0) % E0 and E$1=(E1 , F0) % E1 .
In particular, one has OE$0 OE0=OE0 OB0=(E0 , F0)% and OE$1 OE1=
(E1 , F0) % . Hence the area of OF0E$0 is equal to
(E0 , F0) 2%=
sin %B sin %D
sin(%A+%B) sin(%A+%D)
,
and the area of OE$1 B$1 is equal to
(E1 , F0) 2%={
&
sin %A sin %C
sin(%A+%B) sin(%A+%D)
,
sin %A sin %C
sin(%A+%B) sin(%A+%D)
,
in case (a)
in case (c1),
where B$1 # k satisfies OB$1 OB1 =(E1 , F0) % .
Moreover, the triangle OE$1B$1 is equal to E$0F0B0 . Since the normalized
triangle OF0B0 is obtained by adding E$0F0B0 to OF0E$0 in case (a), and
by subtracting E$0F0B0 from OF0E$0 in case (c1), the following identity
holds in both cases,
sin %B sin %D+sin %A sin(%D+%A+%B)=sin(%A+%B) sin(%A+%D), (N)
and hence is valid for all %A , %B , %D # R. (If you do not believe such type
of proof, try directly by hand or ask your computer.)
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In particular, from (N ) in case (a) and (c1), we get
(E0 , F0) 2%=
sin %B sin %D
sin(%B+%A) sin(%D+%A)
=
sin %B sin %D
sin(%B+%C) sin(%C+%D)
=1&
sin %A sin %C
sin(%A+%D) sin(%C+%D)
=1&
sin %A sin %C
sin(%A+%B) sin(%C+%B)
,
a relation already mentioned that we need in the study of the subsequent
cases.
The Exotic Quadrilaterals. Let k$ and l $ be the lines respectively deter-
mined by k and l. The quadrilateral Q determined by A # E2$V% assumes
different shapes in each connected component of the complement in E2 of
the set D=k$ _ l $ _ m _ n. In each of the cases listed above, we indicate in
Fig. 7 the shape of Q for each region of E2&D.
Notation. Let %=(%1 , ..., %n). In the sequel, for the sake of brevity, set
,j (%)=
sin %j&1 sin %j+1
sin(%j&1+%j) sin(%j+%j+1)
,
for all integer j modulo n.
3.3. The Case n=5. Let %=(%1 , ..., %5) where %i # ]0, ?[ and 5i=1 %i=2?.
When K &i holds, i.e., when % i+%i+1&?<0, call Ei the edge of P % and
recall that Ei identifies with Pi% (see the Remark in (PR2)). On the picture
showing the complete polygon, this operation consists in erasing the line
containing the i th side and extending the two neighboring sides along the
adjacent dotted segments in order to obtain the desired quadrilateral.
Now P% is a hyperbolic polygon bounded by the five, four, or three sides
Ei according to whether (K) is not satisfied at zero, one, or two indices.
According to the remarks in (PR2), it follows that the various cases where
>?, condition (K +i ),
%i=%i+1 {=?, condition (K 0i ),<? condition (K&i ),
reduce to the six situations illustrated in Fig. 8 where (K &i ) holds for
1i3. As specified by (PR5), the dotted segments in these figures
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correspond to the part of the complete pentagon which does not belong to
the polygon itself.
Exercise 2. For the sake of consistency, when n=5 use (N) above in
order to check that
=+, when (K 0j&1) 6 (K
&
j ) or (K
&
j&1) 6 (K
0
j ) hold,
(>0, when (K +j&1) 6 (K
+
j ) hold),
>1, when (K &j&1) 6 (K
&
j ) 6 (K
&
j+2) hold,
,j (%){=1, when (K 0j+2) holds,# ]0, 1[, when (K +j+2), holds,<0, when (K &j&1) 6 (K +j ) or (K +j&1) 6 (K &j ) hold,
=&, when (K 0j&1) 6 (K
+
j ) or (K
+
j&1) 6 (K
0
j ) hold.
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FIG. 7Continued.
Case (1). (K &4 ) 6 (K
&
5 ). Here since (K) holds, P % is a completely
rectangular hyperbolic pentagon with sides E1 , E3 , E5 , E2 , E4 labeled
counterclockwise. (See Fig. 9(1)). According to (c1), the length $i of Ei
satisfies the relation
cosh2 $i=,i+3(%),
since Ei identifies with Pi% in which %i+3 plays the role of %A .
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Case (2). (K &4 ) 6 (K
0
5). Here the side E5 of P % has length zero and hence
E3 and E2 meet at infinity (see (PR2) and (c2)), while cosh2 $i=,i+3(%) when
i=1 or i=4 for the same reasons as in case (1). Hence P % is a hyperbolic
quadrilateral with a zero angle at infinity and with three right angles. (See
Fig. 9(2)).
Case (3). (K &4 ) 6 (K
+
5 ). According to the remark in (PR2), here P % is
a quadrilateral with sides E1 , E3 , E2 , E4 listed in counterclockwise order
with three rectangular vertices and an interior angle #5 # ]0, ?2[ at a point
=5=E3 & E2 . (See Fig. 9(3)). Once again, Ei identifies with P i % where the
role of %A is played by
%i+3 when i=1 and 4,
{%i+2 when i=2,%i&1 when i=3.
Hence we get
cosh2 $i={,i+3(%)1&, i+3(%)
when i=1 and i=4,
when i=2 and i=3,
since according to (N),
cosh2 $i =
sin(% i+%i+1) sin %i+3
sin(%i+%i+1+%i+2) sin(%i+2+%i+3)
=1&,i+3(%),
for i=2 and 3.
Moreover, by applying case (a) (or rather its orientation reversed counter
part) to the nonconvex quadrilateral lying outside the pentagon and having
angles %A=&%3 , %B=?&%2 , %C=%2+%3+%4 , %D=?&%4 , we see that
the interior angle #5 of P % at =5 satisfies
cos2 #5=,3(%).
Case (4). (K 04) 6 (K
+
5 ). Here the side E4 of P % has length zero so that
E2 and E1 meet at infinity. For the same reason as in Case (3), we still have
cosh2 $3=,1 and cos2 #5=,3 . Hence P % is a rectangular hyperbolic triangle
with interior angle #5 # ]0, ?2[ at finite distance and with a zero angle at
infinity. (See Fig. 9(4)).
Case (5). (K +4 ) 6 (K
+
5 ). Here P % is a triangle with sides E1 , E3 , E2
listed in counterclockwise order with rectangular angle at the vertex
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E1 & E3 with interior angles #5 at =5=E3 & E2 and #4 at =4=E2 & E1 . (See
Fig. 9(5)). For the same reasons as in Case (3), one has
cosh2 $i=1&, i+3(%)
when i=1 or i=3, and
cos2 #i=,i+3(%)
when i=4 or i=5.
Since E2 identifies with P 2% where %2+%3 plays a role of %A , one has
cosh2 $2=,(5).
Case (6). (K 04) 6 (K
0
5). Here P % is the rectangular hyperbolic triangle
with sides E1 , E3 , E2 listed in counterclockwise order such that #5=#4=0
so that =5 and =4 are ideal vertices. (See Fig. 9(6)). The sides E2 is a hyperbolic
line (see (c3)), and the sides E1 and E3 are hyperbolic half lines (see (c2)).
3.4. The Case n=6. Let %=(%1 , ..., %6) where %i # ]0, ?[ and 6i=1 %i=2?.
Assume moreover that (K) holds, namely that
%i+%i+1&?<0 (K &i )
for all integers i modulo 6. According to (PR2), the set P % is a 3-dimen-
sional hyperbolic hexahedron with faces Fi $Pi % of one of the six types
listed in case n=5, and with dihedral angles equal to ?2 along the six
edges Ei, i+2 :=Fi & Fi+2$Pi, i+2% as well as along the three edges Ei, i+3 :=
Fi & Fi+3$Pi, i+3% . Since (K) holds, these nine edges as well as the two
vertices m&=F1 & F3 & F5$P135% and m+=F2 & F4 & F6$P246 % never
disappear.
Let _i=%i&1+% i+%i+1&? and note that _i+_ i+3=0.
When the condition (L&i ): _ i<0 is satisfied (and hence when condition
(L+i+3): _i+3>0 holds), F i&1 & Fi is an edge Ei&1, i whose length $i&1, i
satisfies
cosh2 $i&1, i=, i+3(%)
with dihedral angle #i+2, i+3 # ]0, ?2[ such that
cos2 #i+2, i+3=,i (%).
In this case, the faces Fi+2 and Fi+3 do not meet and have angles equal to
#i+2, i+3 respectively at the vertices Fi&1 & Fi & F i+2 and Fi&1 & Fi & Fi+3 .
On the other hand, when j=i (resp. j=i+3), by considering the space
of quadrilaterals Pj&1, j+3% where the role of %A is played by %j+1 (resp. by
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%j+3+%j+4) when (L&i ) holds, and by %j+3+% j+4 (resp. by %j+1), when
(L+i ) holds, we see that the length $j&1, j+3 of the edge Ej&1, j+3 satisfies
cosh2 $j&1, j+3={,,1&,,
if j=i,
if j=i+3,
when (L&i ) holds, and
cosh2 $j&1, j+3={,,1&,,
if j=i+3,
if j=i,
when (L+i ) holds, where
,=
sin(%j&1+% j) sin %j+2
sin(%j&1+%j+%j+1) sin(%j+1+%j+2)
.
By considering a suitable space of quadrilaterals, we also see that the
length $i, i+3 of the edge Ei, i+3 satisfies
cosh2 $i, i+3=
sin %i&1 sin %i+2
sin(% i&1+%i+%i+1) sin(% i+%i+1+%i+2)
,
when (L&i ) 6 (L
&
i+1) or (L
+
i ) 6 (L
+
i+1) hold, and
cosh2 $i, i+3=
sin(% i+%i+1) sin(% i+3+%i+4)
sin(% i&1+% i+%i+1) sin(%i+3+%i+4+% i&1)
,
when (L&i ) 6 (L
+
i+1) or (L
+
i ) 6 (L
&
i+1) hold.
When the condition L0i : _i=0 holds, the faces F i&1 , F i , F i&2 , Fi+3 meet
at a unique ideal vertex. This remark brings to an end the description of
the hexahedron P % for all % ’s. By circular permuting the indexation, we see
that the various situations which occur reduce to the six followings cases
illustrated in Fig. 10: (i) (L01) 6 (L
0
2) 6 (L
0
3), (ii) (L
&
1 ) 6 (L
0
2) 6 (L
0
3), (iii)
(L&1 ) 6 (L
&
2 ) 6 (L
0
3), (iv) (L
&
1 ) 6 (L
+
2 ) 6 (L
0
3), (v) (L
&
1 ) 6 (L
&
2 ) 6 (L
&
3 ),
(vi) (L&1 ) 6 (L
+
2 ) 6 (L
&
3 ), and corresponding polyhedron P % are shown
in Fig. 11.
Exercise 3 (The Cases Where Some Faces of P % Disappear.) Use (PR2)
in order to check the following. With the notation of (PR2), when %1+%2&?
0, i.e., when F1 is not a face, it represents the solid angle of P % at the vertex
F345 . Then F2 and F6 are not empty; either F23 or F56 is an edge according
to whether %2+%3+%4&? is less or greater than zero. Then the poly-
hedron P % looks like a triangular prism. When %2+%3+%4&?=0, the
polyhedron looks like a pyramid whose basis is the quadrilateral F4 and
whose vertex is at infinity. Moreover when in addition F2=<, it has to be
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interpreted as the solid angle at the vertex F456 . In such a case, P % is a
tetrahedron with two vertices possibly at infinity and with three dihedral
angles equal to ?2.
4. THE HYPERBOLIC STRUCTURES ON X +n WHEN 3n6
When n=3, X +n (%) has two elements, namely the two triangles of area
1 with angles %A , %B , %C and %B , %A , %C , respectively.
4.1. The Curve X +4 (%). When n=4, the manifold X
+
n is diffeomorphic
to the unit circle in C minus the set of sixth roots of unity. Let %=
(%A , %B , %C , %D) be as in case n=4 of Section 3.
When %A # ]0, ?[, the cells of X +4 (%) are respectively the sets P(%A , %B , %C , %D) ,
P(%D , %B , %C , %A) , P(%B , %D , %C , %A) , P(%A , %D , %C , %B) , P(%D , %A , %C , %B) , P(%B , %A , %C , %D ) , listed
counterclockwise. Let [A$, B$, D$] be a permutation of [A, B, D]. Then
according to (c1), the length $A$B$D$ of P(%$A , %$B , %C , %$D) satisfies
cosh2 $A$B$D$=
sin %B$ sin %D$
sin(%B$+%C) sin(%C+%D$)
when %B$+%C&?>0 and %C+%D$&?>0, and
&sinh2 $A$B$D$=
sin %B$ sin %D$
sin(%B$+%C) sin(%C+%D$)
when %B$+%C&?<0 or %C+%D$&?<0. Notice that $A$B$D$ is infinity
when %B$+%C&?=0 or %C+%D$&?=0 (see cases (c2) and (c3) in
Section 3). Hence when the three quantities %C+%B&?, %C+%D&?,
%C+%A&? are equal to zero, X +4 (%)=X
+
4 . When only two of these three
quantities vanish X +4 "X
+
4 has two elements and X
+
4 is the disjoint union
of four arcs of infinite length. When only one of these three quantities
vanishes, X +4 "X
+
4 has four elements and X
+
4 is the disjoint union of two
arcs of infinite length. When the three quantities do not vanish, the space
X +4 (%) is isometric to a circle. Moreover, when %C+%A&?>0, the length
$% of this circle satisfies
cosh
$%
2
= f (%B , %C , %D),
= f (%B , %A , %D),
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where
f (%B , %C , %D)=
_3&_$1_2
_$3
,
where
{
_3=sin %B sin %C sin %D ,
_$1 =sin(%B+%C+%D),
_2=sin %B sin %C+sin %C sin %D+sin %D sin %B ,
_$3=sin(%B+%C) sin(%C+%D) sin(%D+%B),
or equivalently,
f (%B , %C , %D)=1&2
cos(%B 2) cos(%C2) cos(%D 2) cos((%B+%C+%D)2)
cos(%B+%C 2) cos(%C+%D 2) cos((%D+%B)2)
=1&
(ei%B+1)(e i%C+1)(ei%D+1)(ei(%B+%C+%D )+1)
(ei(%B+%C)+1)(ei(%C+%D)+1)(ei(%D+%B)+1)
.
The curve X +4 (%) contains X
+
4 and the set X
+
4 (%)"X
+
4 has six elements.
When %A # ]&?, 0[, according to case (a) in Section 3, the set X +4 (%) is
a circle since it is the union of the six following arcs: P (%A , %B , %C , %D) ,
P (%D&?, %B , %C , %A+?) , P (%B&?, %D , %C , %A+?) , P (%A , %D , %C , %B) , P (%D&?, %A+?, %C , %B ),
and P (%B&?, %A+?, %C , %D) . Hence the length #% of this circle satisfies
cos
#%
2
= f (%B , %C , %D)
= f (%B , %A , %D).
Moreover #% is less than 2?. This circle has nothing to do with X +4 and will
be interpreted in the sequel as a pair of vertices both carrying the angle #% .
Similarly, according to case (b) in Section 3, the set X +4 has to be inter-
preted as a pair of vertices both carrying the angle #%=0 when n=5, hence
as a pair of ideal vertices. When n=6, these two vertices match together at
a single ideal vertex.
4.2. The Hyperbolic Surface X +5 (%). As explained in [5], the space X
+
5 is
a surface of genus 4 in which the 10 closed curves Yij (see (PR4)) determine
24 pentagonal cells. Let % be as in case n=5 of Section 3. When (K ): %i+
%j&?<0 for all i{ j, the hyperbolic surface X +5 (%) is diffeomorphic to X
+
5 .
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According to the case n=4 of this section, the geodesics Yij (which meet
orthogonally) have lengths $ij satisfying
cosh
$ij
2
= f (%k , %l , %m),
where [i, j, k, l, m] is a permutation of [1, ..., 5].
Notice that if %i+%j&?0 and %i $+% j $&?0, the set [i, j] & [i $, j $]
is not empty so that the curves Yij and Yi $j $ do not intersect. Hence there
exist at most four pairs [i, j] at which (K ) breaks. For a general %, the
topological space X +5 (%) is homeomorphic to the space obtained from X
+
5
by performing surgeries along the h curves Yij for all pairs [i, j] at which
(K ) breaks where 0h4. The two points which replace the curve
Yij /X +5 (%) are cone points in X
+
5 (%) with angle #ij satisfying
cos
#ij
2
= f (%k , % l , %m),
so that X +5 is a hyperbolic cone manifold. Notice that for a pair [i, j] such
that %i+%j&?=0, these two points are ideal vertices and hence do not
really belong to X +5 .
4.3. The 3-Dimensional Hyperbolic Cone Manifold X +6 (%). As explained
in [5], X +6 is the manifold obtained from the sphere S3 by performing five
surgeries along five 0-subspheres and next by deleting ten disjoint simple
closed curves. For each pairs [i, j]/[1, ..., 6], the submanifold Yij is
diffeomorphic to a 2sphere with eight points deleted. The set Yij & Ykl
is empty when [i, j] & [k, l]{<. When [i, j] & [k, l] is empty, Yij & Ykl
is the disjoint union of four open arcs.
Let %=(%1 , ..., %6) as in case n=6 of Section 3. Then X +6 (%) is a cone
hyperbolic manifold containing X +6 and decomposes into 120 cells of one
of the types listed in case n=6 of Section 3. Moreover, the Yij ’s are hyper-
bolic submanifolds which intersect orthogonally. Their metric completions
Y ij are hyperbolic cone manifolds of one of the types listed in case n=5
in the present section. When %=%0 (see (PR4)), the space X +6 (%0) is a
complete hyperbolic manifold diffeomorphic to X +6 whose cells are all of
the type (L01) 6 (L
0
2) 6 (L
0
3) presented in the case n=6 of Section 3.
When %{%0 , there exists at least one pair [i, j] such that 1i< j5
such that ij :=%i+%j+%6&?{0. For all pairs [i, j] such that ij<0
(resp. ij>0), the set X +6 (%)"X
+
6 (%) contains a circle parallel to m ij (resp.
lij) (see (PR4)) whose length $(ij) satisfies
cosh
$(ij)
2
={ f (%k , %l , %m),f (%i , %j , %6),
when ij<0,
when ij>0,
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along which X +6 (%) has a cone angle #(ij) satisfying
cos
#(ij)
2
={ f (%i , % j , %6),f (%k , % l , %m),
when ij<0,
when ij>0,
where k, l, m denote the elements of [1, ..., 5]"[i, j].
Let \~ be as in (PR4). Then for all % # 3 and for all [i, j]/[1, ..., 5], the
unimodular matrices Mij (%) :=\~ (X +6 (%))(mij) and Lij (%) :=\~ (X
+
6 (%))(lij)
commute. Moreover, when ij=0, the matrices Mij (%) and Lij (%) are
respectively conjugate, say to
\10
1
1+ , and \
1
0
\i
1 + .
When ij<0 (resp. ij>0 ), the matrix Mij (%) is conjugate to a matrix
representing a pure translation of length $(ij) (resp. a rotation of angle
\#(ij)), and Lij (%) to a rotation of angle \#(ij) (resp. a pure translation
of length $(ij)). Hence the traces of Mij (%) and of Lij (%) respectively lead
tr(Mij (%))=2 f (%i , %j , %6) # R,
tr(Lij (%))=2 f (%k , % l , %m) # R.
Let N% be the 5 by 5 Jacobian matrix
DJ=(DiF j)1i, j5 ,
where Di is the differential operator (%i+1 )&(%i ) and where
F1= f (%1 , %2 , %6),
F2= f (%1 , %3 , %6),
F3= f (%1 , %4 , %6),
F4= f (%1 , %5 , %6),
F5= f (%2 , %3 , %6).
Now the map t$m defined in (PR4) is of rank 5 at %0 , since det N(%0)=
25 37 - 3 a number rather different from zero!
Remark (The Space of n-gons for n7). When n7, the space of equi-
angular n-gons P%0 where %0=(2?n, ..., 2?n) is a (n&3) dimensional
polyhedron bounded by n faces. Then the Fi ’s are all isomorphic to the
space of (n&1)-gons with external angles %=(4?n, 2?n, ..., 2?n). The
faces Fi and Fj meet orthogonally when |i& j |2. When i=1 and j=2, by
(PR2) (see, dihedral angles) the space of pentagons with exterior angle
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2?n, 2?n, 2?n, 2?n, 2(n&4) ?n is an isosceles hyperbolic rectangular
triangle (see case (4) of n=5 in Section 3) contained in a plane orthogonal
to F1 and F2 (and of course, also to F3) whose angles not equal to ?2 are
both equal to the angle # # [0, ?2] which satisfies
cos2#=
1
2 cos(?n)
.
Notice that when n=6, cos2 #=1 so that #=0, and when n tends to
infinity, # tends to ?3. Hence the cone angles of the standard hyperbolic
structure X +n (2?n, 2?n, ..., 2?n) are equal to 6#, which increases from 0
to 2? when n increases from 6 to infinity.
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